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Master the world's fastest drawing program!

Learn the principles of vector drawing as you learn technique, composition, and other art essentials--then apply your skills to creating websites, animations, logos, photographic retouches, and more.  Xara Xtreme 5: The Official Guide shows you how to customize the software, use QuickShapes, draw vector paths, use fills for photorealistic effects, and compose professional desktop publishing documents.  This hands-on resource brings you from concept to completion with examples that span a range of art styles--using the vector drawing program that thinks it's a bitmap editor.  With these tutorials that apply to Xara Xtreme, Xtreme Pro, and Magix Xtreme Photo & Graphic Designer, you'll:

	Work with vector paths that look like paint strokes    
	Tag colors to dramatically change complex drawings in seconds    
	Build multi-page, graphically rich websites in a few hours    
	Convert bitmap web graphics to resizable vector shapes    
	Design artwork in minutes that looks like it took days    
	Create and export original Flash animations for the web in no time    
	Create 3D text and apply special effects to imported photos and vector shapes    
	Invisibly retouch photographs with feathering, fractal fills, multi-step gradients, and transparencies


Inside you'll find an inspirational Xara GrandMasters Gallery of award-winning artwork from around the world.  Get started today by downloading free trial software from www.xara.com!        

Download lesson files from www.mhprofessional.com/computingdownload and www.theboutons.com.        

Gary David Bouton, an international award-winning illustrator, has authored 25 books on graphics software, including CorelDRAW X4: The Official Guide.  He practices what he teaches: his work can be seen on Graphics.com, TalkGraphics, The CG Society, and YouTube.
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Secure Messaging with Microsoft  Exchange Server 2003Microsoft Press, 2004
Get expert guidance to assess and help improve the security of your Exchange  Server 2003 messaging systems. From risk assessment to implementation and  auditing procedures, get critical guidance to help enhance the security of your  messaging infrastructure. Written by a network security expert who works closely  with the Microsoft Exchange...
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Using Google App EngineO'Reilly, 2009
With this book, you can build exciting, scalable web applications quickly and confidently, using Google App Engine -- even if you have little or no experience in programming or web development. App Engine is one of the most exciting web technologies to appear in the last year, providing a simple, easy-to-use application framework with basic web...
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Beginning Php 4 (Programmer to Programmer)Peer Information Inc, 2000
PHP is a rapidly growing Web technology which enables web designers to build dynamic, interactive web applications, incorporating information from a host of databases, and including features such as e-mail integration and dynamically generated images. PHP4 added tons of features to make web application development even easier, and this book will...
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Learning Theory: 17th Annual Conference on Learning Theory, COLT 2004, Banff, Canada, July 1-4, 2004, ProceedingsSpringer, 2004
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 17th Annual Conference on Learning Theory, COLT 2004, held in Banff, Canada in July 2004.
The 46 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from a total of 113 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on economics and game theory, online learning,...
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Structure for Dependability: Computer-Based Systems from an Interdisciplinary PerspectiveSpringer, 2005
This book gathers the latest research on the structure of computer-based systems from computer scientists, sociologists, statisticians and psychologists and combines it into a readable overview of the latest work in dependable computer-based systems.

Previous work in this area has tended to come from the viewpoint of a single discipline,...
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SVG Colors, Patterns & Gradients: Painting Vector GraphicsO'Reilly, 2015

	
		As a vector graphics format, SVG uses precisely-defined geometric shapes to build an image. But that doesn't mean that SVG graphics have to look like technical drawings. SVG graphics can be shaded, textured, built from partially-transparent overlapping layers, or even filled with photographic images.

	
		SVG Colors,...
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